Inversions 4

RESTRICTIVE ADVERBS

1. I had barely entered the room, when I was called.
   (1) ____________________________________________________________

2. I have hardly ever gone out this term.
   (2) ____________________________________________________________

3. I had never been in Britain before, that's why I enjoyed so much
   Never before
   (3) ____________________________________________________________

4. The Receptionist couldn't solve any of my problems
   None of
   (4) ____________________________________________________________

5. The Manager didn't appear once at the hotel
   Not once
   (5) ____________________________________________________________

6. When he realized the hotel was not the same as in the brochure, he phoned the
   company
   No sooner
   (6) ____________________________________________________________

7. They chose neither Majorca nor Ibiza.
   Neither
   (7) ____________________________________________________________

8. He hardly had experience, when he was left with all the responsibility.
   (8) ____________________________________________________________

9. Everybody saved their lives out of dumb luck
   Out of
   (9) ____________________________________________________________

10. The door mustn't be closed until 9:00.
    Not until
    (10) ____________________________________________________________
9:00 must the door be closed  Barely had I entered the room, when I was called  did he realize the hotel was not the same as in the brochure, when he phoned the company  did the Manager appear at the hotel  dumb luck did everybody save their lives  had I been in Britain, that's why I enjoyed so much  Hardly did he have experience, when he was left with all the responsibility  Hardly ever have I gone out this term  Majorca nor Ibiza did they choose  my problems could the Receptionist solve  XXXX

-------- Clave ---------

Inversions 4

RESTRICTIVE ADVERBS

1. I had barely entered the room, when I was called.
   Barely had I entered the room, when I was called.
2. I have hardly ever gone out this term.
   Hardly ever have I gone out this term.
3. I had never been in Britain before, that's why I enjoyed so much
   Never before had I been in Britain, that's why I enjoyed so much
4. The Receptionist couldn't solve any of my problems
   None of my problems could the Receptionist solve
5. The Manager didn't appear once at the hotel
   Not once did the Manager appear at the hotel
6. When he realized the hotel was not the same as in the brochure, he phoned the company
   No sooner did he realize the hotel was not the same as in the brochure, when he phoned the company
7. They chose neither Majorca nor Ibiza.
   Neither Majorca nor Ibiza did they choose
8. He hardly had experience, when he was left with all the responsibility.
   Hardly did he have experience, when he was left with all the responsibility.
9. Everybody saved their lives out of dumb luck
   Out of dumb luck did everybody save their lives
10. The door mustn't be closed until 9:00.
    Not until 9:00 must the door be closed XXXX